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Mathematics Assessment (CfE) - Level 2

(MNU 2 - 07a)
I have investigated the everyday contexts in which simple 
fractions, percentages or decimal fractions are used and can 
carry out the necessary calculations to solve related problems. 

1. For each figure, write the fraction that is shaded :-   

a b c

2. Draw this rectangular shape and shade in 
 
7
10

 of it.  

3. Draw the figure of squares and shade in 
 
5
9

 of it.

4. The picture shows a mixture of
snacks made up of burgers and
hot dogs.

What fraction of the snacks are :-

a burgers 

b hot dogs ?

5. a What fraction of this class 
are present ?

b Of those present, what fraction 
are girls ?

c Of the whole class, what fraction 
are boys ?
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6. Write down what each shaded section is as a percentage of the whole shape :-

a                  b

7. This walking stick is 
 
3
4

 metre long.

What percentage of a metre is this ?

8. Copy this rectangular shape measuring 4 boxes by 25 boxes three times onto squared paper.

a In the first rectangle, shade or colour in 35% it.

b In the second rectangle, shade or colour in 
 
4
5

 of it.

c In the third shape, colour or shade in 0·4 of it.

9. Draw the circles shown opposite
and shade 80% of them.

10. In November each year, celebrities take part in a reality television game show in which they 
have to spend time in an Australian jungle amongst all sorts of creepie-crawlies.

Last time, Ollie only managed to survive the task for 11 days.

What fraction of the month did he last ?   

11. a I ate 
 
5
8

of my birthday cake.  What fraction was left uneaten ?

b 43% of a group of children were boys. What percentage were girls ?

c Of the 3 colours in a flag, 0·3 of it was white, 0·45 of it was red and the rest was blue.
How much of the flag was blue ?
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